Gather your family for fun games—Odyssey style!

Bye Bulls Toe Ease

Do you like sounding foolish?
Probably not. But when you do it on purpose, it can be a lot of fun!
For this game, all of the correct answers come from the Bible. (They usually do, right!?) Start by picking one person to read these silly sounding sample sentences. Have that person read the words in several different ways. Then everybody tries to guess the right answer.

It could be a person, place or story from God’s Word.

Once your family figures out the samples (the answers are at the bottom of this page), cut up the rest of these messed-up clues. Put them in a hat and have each family member take turns reading. The person who correctly guesses the most wins.

Samples:
- toe era bad bell
- heroes ache in (Hint: Think Easter)

Now that you get it, you’re ready to play.

Samples:
- Tower of Babel; He rose again.
- Queen Esther; Noah’s ark; tomb is empty; Saul of Tarsus; Daniel and the lions’ den; baby Jesus; Joseph and his brothers; Ananias and Sapphira; Temple of Jerusalem; Abraham and Isaac; ten plagues of Egypt; Mary at the Cross.

Answers (hold up to a mirror):
- Bye Bulls Toe Ease
- Bye Bulls Toe Ease
- Bye Bulls Toe Ease
- Bye Bulls Toe Ease
- Bye Bulls Toe Ease
- Bye Bulls Toe Ease
- Bye Bulls Toe Ease
- Bye Bulls Toe Ease

- to miss hemp tea
- saw love terse us
- any knight is band sap fire raw
- chose if fan hiss broth airs
- day kneel end dull ions din
- bay beach ease us
- ten pill huff chair ooze a lamb
- a broth hammock ice hack
- tempt legs oft egg chip
- mare Riyadh deck Ross

Child’s Play (from album No. 55 The Deep End)
Square One (from album No. 52 Cause and Effect)
The Other Side of the Glass (from album No. 48 Moment of Truth)
Blood, Sweat, and Fears (from album No. 47 Into the Light)
The Invisible Dog (from album No. 44 Eugene Returns!)
The Popsicle Kid (from album No. 39 Friends, Family, and Countrymen)
The Jesus Cloth (from album No. 18 A Time of Discovery)
Love Is in the Air (from album No. 26 Back on the Air)
Poetry in Slow Motion (from album No. 24 Risks and Rewards)
War of the Words (from album No. 20 A Journey of Choices)
Stepping Stones (from album The Truth Chronicles)
Acting out the dinner table is never a good idea. But acting out after dinner can be a lot of fun. Follow the rules from the classic game charades to see if you can make your family guess the titles of these Adventures in Odyssey episodes.

Gather
- a timing device
- notepad and pencil
- hat

Go
1. Cut out all the episode titles on this page. If you don’t want to cut your magazine, make a copy. Try not to read the titles as you cut them out or have somebody who’s not playing the game cut them out for you.
2. Divide into two teams.
3. Have one person from Team A pick an Adventures in Odyssey episode. He or she gets three minutes to make their team guess the title.
4. Team B watches the timer and stops the guessing after three minutes.
5. A team earns five points for every correct answer.
6. Now Team B gets to pick a title and guess.
7. Remember: You can’t make any sounds or say any words in charades. You can hold up your fingers to show the number of words in the title and to indicate which word you are acting out. So for “The Boy Who Didn’t Go to Church,” you’d hold up seven fingers to show the length of the title and then hold up two fingers to indicate you were first acting out the word boy. If your family can’t guess the words, act out a scene from the episode. Have fun!